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 My Fear Is About How Bad It Could Get

I have fears, mostly around what would happen if the power structure wins out and a 
not-so-friendly FBI shows up at my door? What happens if we don't stop the takeover?

Twice, advised by family/myself, I sold a good motorcycle—fearing, at my age, rid-
ing, was too dangerous. The 2nd time was last week. 2 days later I headed north to the 
town of Sublimity to pick-up a new motorcycle that I will need for my 8th decade of life.

What else am I afraid of? Start with Ukraine and Russia. In an act of war the US 
used intelligence satellites and its expertise to support long range missile attacks on 
Russia, killing beachgoers and children. Ukraine pulled the trigger—we did all the rest.

Imagine what it must be to be Putin or Lavrov? Hundreds of your people have been 
slaughtered in Moscow and Sevastopol. Those to the right of you want you to strike the 
perpetrators—now. But you know more than they do. There is more at stake than that.

Biden is clamoring to register illegals to vote—at welfare offices, etc. But with the 
lowest approval ratings in memory, will even that work? Worse, will Americans, after 1 
rigged election, go for a 2nd fraud that allows non-citizens, illegally brought in, to vote?      

How do Biden's numbers affect Putin who knows that democrats might well risk 
WW3 rather than lose the election? This limits Putin's options. If he were to sink NATO 
warships or attack launch sites in NATO countries, that likely causes an Article 5 war.

Short of that, Russia can make a case for destroying all communication satellites  
used to target Russian assets. Or, they could go big in Ukraine where there is less 
chance NATO will enter into the Russian meat grinder. In that scenario, Russia moves 
to take everything that matters in Ukraine—including Odessa, the Black Sea and Kiev. 

In that way, Russia could bring the war to an end. They could also declare Black Sea 
a zone of military operations and bar NATO from using it. They could shoot down any 
drones operating along its border. NATO assumes Putin will not act—but he must/will.  

Most investors, laymen and pundits, don't understand the gravity/terms of where we 
find ourselves. This confusion is made apparent by both gold and silver, struggling to 
hold onto recent advances, in a world where risk premium ought to be off the charts.    

Consider a recent podcast from Luke Groman, an economist I usually appreciate. 
What Luke said gave me pause. Replying to a listener's question as to what the West 
could do to stop Russian/BRICS in their tracks, his reply broached the realm of fantasy. 

An economic blockade of Russia/BRICS could be implemented by the US and allies.



This would block an Eastern plan to re-price commodities, to use the profits to buy 
more gold. Consider this question: is the East repricing commodities or are commodi-
ties repricing themselves against the currencies of unproductive nations—with few 
goods or services anyone wants? Is BRICS a consequence of failed economic policy?

Are commodities (real things), consistent in value—while currencies reprice? Further 
developing his answer on how to stop Russia, Luke suggests we could conduct color 
revolutions in the Stans, and once destabilized, we could place nuclear missiles there.    

Have we become so inured to the palaver coming from Blinkin, Kirby, and Jake Sulli-
van, that it's found a way into the thought processes of those who question the narra-
tive? Is it not madness (ethically bankrupt), to be suggesting a color revolution in Rus-
sia—a democracy in which Putin enjoys an approval rating 5/10X that of Joe Biden?  

If it's simply a mental exercise, why even participate in it? With fools at the helm, we 
who spend time trying to understand have a responsibility, not only to present an over-
view, but to offer ideas for a way forward built around ethical considerations. If we can't 
do that, then at least frame our arguments with an intention to avoid nuclear exchange. 

How the West deals with Netanyahu, Putin, Xi, has no relationship to either ethics or 
survival of mankind. Why would anyone in their right mind invite Netanyahu to address 
a joint session of Congress? The man is unhinged. Or, how could sanity include Victo-
ria Nuland's mission for taking Russia apart? When do we realize that Putin is serious?

Western ethics are at all-time lows. Questions are seldom asked about the constitu-
tionality of proposed law/policy. Where are questions about American rights? Figura-
tively, we are as children—1 step away from murdering our parents for the insurance.      

Think on this: ethics are no so non-existent that who we call progressives are not 
against slavery. Anyone not daft sees the entire charge sheet against Trump as mainly 
lies and rubbish—done with a fervent goal to warn-off any who oppose the narrative.

If we get Trump, what do we get? Trump promised Judge Andrew Napolitano he 
would pardon Assange and Snowden, but Pence and Pompeo talked him out of it. As-
sange was released today, but he had to plead guilty to something that isn't a crime. 
Trump, not using his pardon, has resulted in raising the bar of fear for all journalists.   

If the left can steal this election, we get slavery. How many are already doing time, 
without benefit of a speedy trail, because they walked through Congress? This is slav-
ery, and it doesn't matter that likely treasonous acts of AG Merrick Garland give Nancy 
Pelosi a pass, after she was exposed as having a hand in the mayhem of January 6th.

People, held in custody, without charges, expressly for political motivation and pur-
poses, meet the definition of enslaved. This has now become the fear tactic of the left. 

Biden has to go. He and his crew, taken a group, qualify as a monster. But what hap-
pens when we get the conservatives? After breathing a sigh of relief/thanking the gods 
for ridding us of the progressives, we re-focus, remembering that conservatives have 
given long-term support for economic, global color revolutions, sanctioning implemen-
tation of economic slavery for any nation not paying lip-service to American hegemony. 

Nothing will stop the phenomena that is BRICS. Russia, since the fall of the Soviet 
Union, tried to join NATO as a working ally for the West—but it was never a possibility. 

The West (not comprehending consequences), faces a slim opportunity to join 
BRICS in turning the world back to mercantilism (pay as you go), as opposed to global-
ism (everything is reduced to credit and debt). Fear the credit/globalist enslavers.  

Get my articles by email with a request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. And thank you.


